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Abstract. For software development companies, deciding which development methodology to use when starting a project is in
many cases an important task to perform. The selection of development methodology can be modeled as a decision-making
problem. Neutrosophy is a philosophical current that starts from Paradoxism. In this article, we describe a methodology selection
proposal using neutrosophic numbers, from which the development methodology proposal is decided. The method allows taking
into account the indeterminacy in decision-making, in addition to the use of linguistic terms that are more appropriate than
numerical ones. The applicability of the proposal is confirmed through a demonstrative example. The paper ends with the
conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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1. Introduction
Agile methodologies are an established topic in software engineering that have aroused interest and acceptance
in their application in short-term projects with changing requirements, the traditional scheme requires a rigorous
definition of roles, activities and artifacts accompanied by modeling and detailed documentation [1]. The Agile
Alliance is a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the concepts related to agile software development
and helping organizations to adopt these concepts. The starting point was the Agile Manifesto, a document that
summarizes the agile philosophy[2],[3].
According to the Manifesto, the individual and the interactions of the development team on the process and
tools are valued. People are the main success factor of a software project. It is more important to build a good team
than to build the environment. Many times people make the mistake of building the environment first and expecting
the team to adapt automatically. It is better to create the team and have it configure its own development
environment based on your needs [4, 5].
Developing software that works, rather than getting good documentation. The rule of thumb is not to produce
documents unless they are immediately needed to make an important decision. These documents should be short
and focus on the fundamentals. Collaboration with the client is more than negotiating a contract. It is proposed
that there is a constant interaction between the client and the development team. This collaboration between both
the client and the team will be what guides the progress of the project and ensures its success.
It is about reacting to changes, rather than strictly following a plan [6, 7]. The ability to react to changes that
may arise throughout the project (changes in requirements, technology, equipment, etc.) also determines the
success or failure of the project. Therefore, planning should not be strict but flexible and open.
The above values inspire the twelve principles of the manifesto. These are characteristics that differentiate an
agile process from a traditional one. The first two principles are general and summarize much of the agile spirit.
The rest have to do with the process to be followed and the development team, in terms of goals to follow and its
organization. The principles are:
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The priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous releases of software that adds value.
 Welcome changes. Changes are captured so that the customer has a competitive advantage.
 Frequently deliver software that runs from two weeks to two months, with the shortest possible
time interval between deliveries.
 The business team and the developers must work together throughout the project.
 Build the project around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they
need and trust them to get the job done.
 Face-to-face dialogue is the most efficient and effective method of communicating information
within a development team.
 Software that works is the main measure of progress.
 Agile processes promote sustainable development. Promoters, developers and users should be
able to maintain constant peace.
 Permanent attention to technical quality and good design improves agility.
 Simplicity is essential.
 The best architectures, requirements, and designs come from self-organizing teams.
 At regular intervals, the team reflects about how to become more effective, and adjusts its
behavior accordingly.
Agile methodology
Based on heuristics from code production practices
Specially prepared for changes during the project
Internally imposed by the team
Less controlled process, with few principles
There is no traditional contract or at least quite flexible
Small groups (-10 members) and working in the same
place
Few artifacts
Few roles
Less emphasis on software architecture

Traditional methodology
Based on standards followed by the development
environment.
Some resistance to change
Externally imposed
Much more controlled process, with numerous
policies and regulations
There is a predetermined contract
Large groups and possibly distributed
More artifacts
More roles
Software architecture is essential and is expressed
through models

Table 1. Comparison between agile and "heavy" methodologies

The present research proposes a method based on neutrosophic numbers [8-10]such that the different
alternatives based on scenarios are evaluated by a group of experts according to evaluation criteria. The method
includes the indeterminacy of decision-making, in addition to allowing calculation with the help of a linguistic
scale, which is more suitable for human evaluators.
The article consists of the following sections: Section 2 delves into different aspects of the Microsoft Solutions
Framework, recalls the concepts of the neutrosophic number and introduces the method that we will apply. Section
3 contains some additional details and the application of the method in an example. At the end of the paper, we
state the conclusions.
2 Preliminaries
The section presents the theoretical bases for understanding the research proposal. Describes the Microsoft
Solutions Framework for Agile Application Development. Introduces the associated theory about software testers,
validation testing. Finally, we describe the neutrosophic numbers in the context of the present investigation for the
selection of the methodology [11-13].
2.1 Microsoft Solutions Framework
Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) for the Development of Agile Applications, is Microsoft's proposal for
the development of applications using an agile methodology; which incorporates practices to manipulate quality
of service (QoS) requirements, such as performance and security[14, 15].
The phases of the MSF are:
Phase 1 - Strategy and scope
Phase 2 - Planning and proof of concept
Phase 3 - Stabilization
Phase 4 - Deployment
The roles in MSF Agile. In the MSF team model there are no hierarchies, they are all equally important.
The recommended roles are:
 Business analyst
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Project manager
Architect
Developer
Testing staff
Deployment personnel
Experienced users

Figure 1. MSF Roles for Agile Application Development

This team of specialists, with different roles, meets on behalf of all the members involved with the production,
use and maintenance of the product. Each member of the team, or each role, is responsible for representing the
specific needs of all members of their group and none is more important than another. These meetings provide the
necessary balances and checks to ensure that a true solution is produced. Figure 1 shows the composition of the
team of specialists.
2.2 Software Testers
The test staff manages the test area in MSF Team Model. Their primary goal is to find and report product issues
that could adversely affect its value. Test personnel must understand the context of the project and help others base
their decisions on that context. A key objective of the test personnel is to locate the significant errors that the
product may present during the test phase and to report accordingly. Once a bug is found, it is also up to the testing
staff to accurately communicate its consequences and describe workarounds that would reduce its impact. They
should write descriptions of the errors and the steps necessary to reproduce them, easy to understand and to follow.
They also participate with the rest of the team in defining the quality standards for the product. The purpose of the
tests is to see if known functions are working correctly and to discover new problems.
The test staff workflow is as follows:
 Analysis
 Close errors
 Documentation development
 Establishment of test environments
 Establishment of the project process
 Product Launch
 Proof of a customer requirement
 Checking a product requirement
2.3 Scenario testers
A scenario is divided into test tasks and development tasks and testers are in charge of developing and executing
the test cases. Assigning a scenario to test indicates that the functionality has been integrated into a framework and
is ready to be tested.[16], [17]. Validating that a structure reflects the intended functionality of the scenario requires
an understanding of the scenario and its boundary conditions; so the validation tests should be written to cover the
full functionality as well as the boundary condition of the scenario and will be executed while bugs are reported
What to do to test scenarios?
MSF proposes a set of activities that must be carried out to test scenarios:
Define test approach
A test approach is a strategy that guides the test plan and its execution, while determining the quality models
for packaging the product.[18], [19]. The test approach activities are a starting point for the project's anticipated
test plan, but it evolves and changes with it. A test approach should include a mix of techniques, including manual
and automated tests, and prior to each iteration, the test approach document should be updated to reflect the goals
of the iteration testing and the test data that will be employees.
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The sub-activities defined for this activity are:

Determine the context of the project: The risks of the project and the users that these could affect
are identified, as well as the special situations that could affect the level of verification necessary. What is
at risk and its impact, should the product fail, must be determined.

Determine the mission of the test: The goals of the project to be satisfied through the tests are
identified, consulting with the architect and business analyst on technical uncertainties and user risks.

Evaluate possible testing techniques: The tools available for testing, as well as the skills of the
test team, should be evaluated to determine possible and appropriate testing techniques for the project.

Define test metrics: You should use the project context, test mission, and test techniques to
determine test metrics. These metrics will include the thresholds for the various types of tests (load,
throughput, etc.) or the percentage of automated tests.
2.4 Validation tests
The validation tests ensure the functionality of the system, take a "black box" view of the application and focus
on the areas most important to the end user in order to check the functionality corresponds to what is written on
the scenario[20, 21]. Writing test cases for validation tests helps testers identify problems using test mechanisms
that mimic the real world.
To write a validation test, you must consider the following aspects:

Identify the test area and environment: Isolate the area where the test will be run. Iteration tests
are the set of automated test cases that run after the functionality validation tests. However, a
feature does not have to pass this test to be successful. Tests can be run as part of iteration tests if
they are automated.

Identify the details of the test case flow: Identify the test data required for each test case, based on
the test approach report, as well as the constraints and boundary conditions for the test cases
required in the tasks test. Check if test cases can be automated and identify procedural steps for
the scenario flow.

Write test cases: Write test documentation for test case manuals and automated test cases for
iteration tests.

Other activities to be executed are: the selection of a test case to run it, discovering a possible bug
and carrying out exploratory tests refers to the point dedicated to testing the quality of service
requirements.
2.5 Neutrosophic numbers for the determination of opportunities in the application of tests
The determination of opportunities in the application of software tests can be modeled as a multi-criteria
decision-making problem[22, 23]. From which there is a set of alternatives that represent software development
tests A = {A1 , … An }, n ≥ 2 ; which are evaluated based on the set of criteria C = {C1 , … Cm }, m ≥ 2 that
characterize the project [10, 24, 25].
The solution is defined with a spectrum that represents the true preference to use a test type with a degree of
falsehood and a degree of denial. Problems of this nature have been modeled as a neutrosophic problem.
Neutrosophy is a philosophical current that starts from Paradoxism [26]. In the 1980s, the international
movement called Paradoxism developed [27], based on contradictions in science art, was founded by Romanian
author Florentin Smarandache currently living in the United States who later extended it to Neutrosophy, based on
contradictions and their neutrals with multiple practical applications [26, 28-31].
Neutrosophy allows the representation of neutrality, it was proposed by Smarandache[32]. It represents the
basis for a series of mathematical theories that generalize classical and fuzzy theories such as neutrosophic sets
and neutrosophic logic. A neutrosophic number (N) is represented as follows [11-13, 33, 34]:
Let 𝑁 = {(𝑇, 𝐼, 𝐹 ): 𝑇, 𝐼, 𝐹 ⊆ [0, 1]} , a neutrosophic valuation is a mapping of a group of propositional
formulas over 𝑁, that is, for each proposition p we have
𝑣 (𝑝) = (𝑇, 𝐼, 𝐹 )

(1)

Where:
T: represents the degree of truth,
I: represents the degree of indeterminacy,
F: represents the degree of falsehood.
The main evaluation criteria that are taken into account for the selection of the test are made up of the following
5 indicators:
c1 Redundancy,
c2 Complexity,
c3 Dynamism,
c4 Specialization,
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c5 Personal.
The linguistic terms that are used to measure the importance of such criteria are summarized in Table 2.
Linguistic term
Not important

Value
(0.10,0.90,0.90)

Less important

(0.20,0.85,0.80)

Slightly important
Somewhat important
Average importance
Important
Very important
Strongly important

(0.30,0.75,0.70)
(0.40,0.65,0.60)
(0.50,0.50,0.50)
(0.60,0.35,0.40)
(0.70,0.25,0.30)
(0.8,0,15,0.20)

Very strongly important
Extremely important

(0.9, 0.1, 0.1)
(1,0,0)

Table 2. Domain of values to assign weight to the criteria.

The linguistic terms [35, 36] we used to evaluate the criteria are summarized in Table 3..
Linguistic term
Extremely good (EG)
Very Very good (VVG)
Very good (VG)
Good (G)
Medium good (MDG)
Medium (M)
Medium bad (MDB)
Bad (B)
Very bad (VB)
Very Very bad (VVB)
Extremely bad (EB)

Neutrosophic number
(1,0,0)
(0.9, 0.1, 0.1)
(0.8,0.15,0.20)
(0.70,0.25,0.30)
(0.60,0.35,0.40)
(0.50,0.50,0.50)
(0.40,0.65,0.60)
(0.30,0.75,0.70)
(0.20,0.85,0.80)
(0.10,0.90,0.90)
(0,1,1)

Table 3. Linguistic terms used.

1.

If it is the group of experts who evaluate the software, then we have the following steps to carry
out the evaluation of the alternatives: 𝐸 = {𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , ⋯ , 𝐸𝑙 }
2.
The experts evaluate the importance of each criterion according to the scale that appears in Table
̃𝑖 = (𝑤
2. Let 𝑊
̃𝑖1 , 𝑤
̃ 𝑖2 , ⋯ , 𝑤
̃𝑖𝑚 )𝑤
̃𝑖𝑗 (i = 1,2, .., l) be the vector of the evaluations provided by the
i-th expert on the criteria, where 𝑤
̃ 𝑖𝑗 is the element of Table 2 such that the i-th expert selected
the degree of importance of the j-th criterion.
The aggregation vector of the weights is calculated by the following formula:
l

l

l

̃ = (∑i=1 𝑤̃𝑖1 , ∑i=1 𝑤̃𝑖2 , ⋯ , ∑i=1 𝑤̃𝑖m )
𝑊
l
l
l

(2)

3.

The experts evaluate the alternatives regarding to the criteria according to the linguistic scale
that appears in Table 3. Let us call 𝑥̃𝑖𝑗𝑘 the element of Table 3, which corresponds to the
evaluation given by the i-th expert according to the j-th criterion on the alternative k-th.
4.
For each alternative, we calculate:
∑𝑙𝑖=1 ∑𝑚
̃ 𝑗 ⋀𝑁 𝑥̃𝑖𝑗𝑘
(3)
𝑗=1 𝑤

𝑏̃𝑘 =
𝑙𝑚
Where is the j-th element of the vector, while is the n-norm defined by Equation 4.
(𝑇1 , 𝐼1 , 𝐹1 )⋀𝑁 (𝑇2 , 𝐼2 , 𝐹2 ) = (𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇1 , 𝑇2 ), 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐼1 , 𝐼2 ), 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹1 , 𝐹2 ))

(4)

For each alternative, the score of the neutrosophic number obtained in Equation 3 is calculated, which is a
crisp value that is calculated by formula 5.
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1
𝑠(𝑏̃𝑘 ) = 3 (2 + 𝑇𝑘 − 𝐼𝑘 − 𝐹𝑘 )
Where, .𝑏̃𝑘 = (𝑇𝑘 , 𝐼𝑘 , 𝐹𝑘 )
The preferred alternatives are those with a higher value of 𝑠(𝑏̃𝑘 )

(5)

3 Implementation of quality of service (QoS) tests
To validate that a structure reflects the constraints provided in the quality of service requirements, knowledge
beyond the constraint is needed and that the performance, safety, stress and load tests are completed and none are
blocked. MSF proposes a set of activities that must be carried out to test the quality of service requirements: The
test approach was already described when we dealt with the scenario tests, in which it was said that it is the step
that precedes the creation of the plan of tests. The test plan allows you to specify what you want to test and how
to run and measure the progress of those tests.
To define a performance test, the following sub-activities must be carried out:
Understand the purpose of the test
Specify test settings: Configuration variables include hardware, operating system, software, and other features
that are important to use in running tests. Each test configuration can represent one test matrix entry. See figure 2.

Figure 2. Test configuration variables.

Design the test: The test conditions should be mapped including the prerequisites and the scheduled scenario
that needs to be reviewed to determine in which areas performance may be critical.
Security testing or penetration testing uses the threats found in the threat modeling process to simulate an
attempt by the adversary to attack the product. This form of testing can be divided into three parts: exploration,
identification of the defect and exploitation. Penetration testing may discover new vulnerabilities that become
security requirements or errors in the attempt to block entry points and subsequent access to assets.
This form of testing requires special abilities to be able to think and act like the adversary. Stress testing
determines an application's breakpoints and pushes the application beyond its upper limit where resources are
saturated. They are used to identify the upper limits of application load where the application response has
degraded to an unacceptable level or has completely failed.
A stress test is a type of performance test. They can be used to predict application behavior and to validate an
application's stability and reliability by running load tests over an extended period of time.
A load test is another type of performance test. Load testing helps to ensure that the application meets your
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QoS requirements under load conditions. When running load tests, it is common to focus on high traffic areas,
20% of the application being used 80% of the time.
Exploratory testing is a systematic way to test a product, the objective is to discover new scenarios or new
service quality requirements. It is important to define a time limit range for the test and to keep a log.
Two other activities to be performed by testers are: Select and run a test case and discover a bug.
Example 1:
This section describes an example to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method in a test type
selection case. The example presents the fundamental elements synthesized to facilitate the understanding of the
readers.
After the consultation with 3 experts, the vectors of importance W attributed to each indicator were obtained.
Table 4 shows the resulting activity values.
Indicators

W

1

(0.63,0.33,0.37)

2

(0.85,0.12,0.15)

3

(0.74,0.20,0.26)

4

(0.88,0.13, 0.12)

5

(0.94,0.02, 0.06)

Table 4. Weights determined for the indicators.

A processing of the evaluations on the fulfillment of the criteria is carried out.
In this example, we will compare three alternatives that are evaluated according to the 5 criteria by the 3 experts.
This can be seen in Table 5, 6 and 7, corresponding to the evaluations by each expert, respectively.
Criteria

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A1

MDG

M

B

G

G

A2

VG

MDG

M

B

VB

A3

MDB

M

M

M

MDG

Table 5. Result of the preferences of expert 1.

Criteria

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A1

M

MDG

VB

VG

VG

A2

G

M

MDG

MDB

B

A3

M

MDG

M

M

M

Table 6. Result of the preferences of expert 2.

Criteria

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A1

G

MDG

MDB

VG

G

A2

G

M

MDG

VB

B

A3

M

MDB

MDG

MDG

M

Table7. Result of the preferences of expert 3.

From the result of the preferences, three neutrosophic numbers were obtained, one for each alternative, these
are the following:
𝑏̃1 = (0.58867, 0.38867, 0.41133),,.𝑏̃2 = (0.45933, 0.54267, 0.54067) 𝑏̃3 =
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(0.51333, 0.48000, 0.48667)
The scores of each of the vectors by alternatives yielded this result:
𝑠(𝑏̃1 ) = 0.59622, 𝑠(𝑏̃2 ) = 0.45867, and 𝑠(𝑏̃3 ) = 0.51556. Then A1 is preferred, then A2 and lastly A3.
The result expresses that the recommendation is towards the use of dynamic tests.
From the selection of the dynamic test, the test process starts.
For the specific case of testing, it can be said that MSF Agile grants great importance to testing and allows use
of the tools integrated into Visual Studio (VS), although other tools can be used as well.
Tests can be run inside and outside VS.Net.
Internally: Test Manager and Test Results
Externally: MSBuild (script)
VS Team Suite allows the creation of WorkItems (tasks and/or bugs) associated with the execution of the tests

Figure 3. Visual Studio Team Suite as a support tool

VSTS has functionalities for testing Web applications. From Visual Studio you can record a navigation to later
add rules to validate the responses. It also has capabilities for generating load tests by defining scenarios.
4. Conclusions
Determining opportunities in the software testing application represents an important task in the early
development process. This knowledge constitutes a discrete decision problem that can be modeled using
neutrosophic numbers.
Microsoft Solutions Framework represents an agile methodology that provides a closer relationship with
customers and seeks that all products are deliverable. A flexible, easy-to-use methodology tends to simplify project
management for small and short-term applications. In this article, a multi-criteria decision-making method was
proposed for the measurement of alternatives on the Microsoft Solutions Framework methodology. The method
allows taking into account indeterminacy in decision-making, in addition to the use of linguistic terms that are
more appropriate than numerical terms. As future work, the use of a consensus-based group decision-making
model is planned.
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